The purpose of this grant is to encourage scholarly collaboration in R&D for a period of two years between Indian and Canadian institutions in the areas where promotion of SICI's activities is an integral part of the programme.

Applications are also encouraged for the activities and programmes such as lecture series, workshops, film shows, students' competitions and important day celebrations. The SMDG grant can also be exclusively used for a single stand-alone event to promote SICI opportunities and other bilateral (India-Canada) activities in IMG institutions. The dissemination may also be linked to other academic events where promotion of SICI's activities is an integral part of the programme.

Value: Upto INR 15,000 (1 lakh)

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (FDPVE)

This programme aims to identify faculty from Indian/Canadian institutions providing vocational education to get an exposure to the Indian/Canadian community college system. The Shastri Institute will also identify Indian Community Colleges to host identified faculty from Canada to enrich their knowledge base. Another important component of this facilitation would be to identify an ideal teacher trainer/resource person/Collaborator in the major areas of vocational education to train a group of Indian faculty to impart advanced knowledge and introduction of new pedagogy. This will bring an international perspective to the training imparted to students at Indian institutions. The FDPVE programme will involve:

1. Outward Mobility (identified faculty from Indian vocational institution to visit Canadian vocational college)
2. Inward Mobility (identified faculty from Canadian vocational institution to visit Indian vocational college)

Value: CAD 750 (per week)
Duration: 3 weeks

SICI MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT FUND (SMDF) 2019-20

The Membership Development Fund (SMDF) supports Canadian Members' Council (CMC) institutions in good standing. The desired purpose of SMDF is to publicize and promote SICI mandate as well as programmes and grants of Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute to its CMC institutions.

Value: Each Canadian member institution will receive up to CAD 500.
Duration: Open throughout the year

APPLICATION SUBMISSION:
Please apply online by submitting your application at https://www.sicigms.org/login

CONTACT ADDRESS:
Ms. Reshena Rana Verma (Programme Officer)
Email: rverma@sicigms.org
Tel: +91-11-2374 6471, 2374 3114, & 2374 2677

Note:
For any clarification on information on Shastri Scholar Travel Subsidy Grant (SSTSG) and SICI Membership Development Fund (SMDF) – Send applications ONLY via email at maldeen@ucalgary.ca

Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute (India office) is announcing Shastri Publication Grant (SPG) for its Indian Members' Council and Canadian Members' Council.

The purpose of this grant is to encourage scholarly works. It is for SICI's member institutions who wish to bring about change in their university and/or in the community.

Note: Please apply online by submitting your application at https://www.sicigms.org/login

CONTACT ADDRESS:
Ms. Anjut Taneja (Finance Officer)
Email: anjut@sici.org.in

APPLICATION SUBMISSION:
Please apply online by submitting your application at https://www.sicigms.org/login

Note:
All the Grants/Fellowships will be subject to receipt of funds from MHRD, Govt. of India.

2. Shastri Institute reserves the right to change Fellowship amount and number of awards.

3. In case of any issues related to the registration or uploading of file(s) on the GMS, please write to us at sicigmsapplicantsx@sicigms.org.in

4. The maximum limit to upload individual file on GMS Portal is 1 MB. Kindly compress your files if exceeding 1 MB size.

5. Canvassing in any form will result in disqualification.

6. The decision of Adjudicators with respect to awards will be considered as final.